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HOll1epage set to launch in 10 ... 9...
tive in their use of teclmology.
After outlining their goals, the
committee began by examining
over one hundred websites from
around the world in an attempt

By Stephen Demers
Staff Writer

VARIETY

ing. "100 people joined us at the
forums and another 300 people
sent their feedback online."
This feedback gave conunittee
members a sense of what fea-

Bryant University continues
to be on the
I cutting edge
I in tecbnolo, gy. A wireless campus,
a brand new
communications center,
and new
radio equipment at
WJMF are
all sterling
examples of
Bryant's
commitment
to teclmoloa«rANT CAlfl\VJ;1l
gy.
This commitment,
however,
creates high
standards,
and many
The Bryant &;perience
V\lttat hap~ens to cellS Mum
humans leam atltl remember?
Tod"l. 9a.ro.- 3p..1II!l.
people felt
that the curBryant and Brown Un iYersilyhave
rent Bryant
created a Ih eorencal model tD
University
answerlhe question.
website did
not satisfy
these stan.2005 s'Y.ont UniYelSily 1~aM.ri"
dards.
1150 1)01101", Ph, Smi1Mieloi. RI Q2IlrI7I ~232«Dl
The website did ~ot
Photo provided by MJ Kim
communIcate
T he h omepage f or t h e new B
t umversl
" t y we b't
the
Bryant
ryan
SI e presen ts new
tures
brand, so
graphics and features. This page, along with the entire website, is set to faculty,ff'
members of be launched on· October 31.
the Bryant
sta ,
community
and
decided it was time to update the to discover what format is the
s!Udents wanted on the new webwebsite as well as the other
most effective.
slte....
Bryant publications.
The committee eventually narMJ Kim, !nteractive M~dia
In May, a committee was
rowed their focus to four differManag~r, SaId that the mam
formed comprised of Bryant
ent designs. These four designs
compl~t froJ? p~opl~ had
University faculty and staff to
were showcased in an e-mail that regardmg navlgan,on .. People
update the website. The commit- was sent out to the entire Bryant
r~ally ~an~~d to fmd informatee had three major goals.
community in JUfle.
tlOn eaSIer.
.
First, the committee. members
Thee-mail invited students
After months of reading .
wanted to advance Bryant's repand faculty to offer any addition-· tJ.:rough fee~back, the COl11l1llttee
utation through aq,vancing the
al feedback through open forums fmally unv~I1e~ the new ~ryant
website with better grap4ics,
as well as a web survey.
webslte d~Slgn m an e-mail s~nt
technology and resources;
Laurie Musgrove, Vice
to the entIre Bryant communIty
President for University
two weeks ago.
Secondly, they desired to reinforce the brand, As their third
Advancement, said that the feedContinued on page 4
goal, they wished to be innovaback response was overwheIm- , " _ " •• ,.0 .• _ • • • • . , . " ,

!IEJ\::c1usiive Homecoming
Ir-Revie.,,,, section on page 2
~;reat1Iring a summa:ry of
ifaj:!ti:vit:es and events as
as a variety of fesphotographs.
mm~r:S!!r::d.=~:"
~~:'$~
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Bryant is a.business too: the truth behind the scholarship
By Kristina De Angelis
Campus News Editor
Through attending a primarily
"business" university in which a
core business curriculum is
mandatory for all, Bryant students should be familiar with
popular business strategies and
tools.
One of the major ta.sks of any
successful business, as most students know, is to constantly be
bringing in new clients.
For Bryant, those clients are
its students. As far as the
University's marketing strategies,
that is where scholarships come·
into play.
When debating the issue of
scholarship distribution, one
must know the primary facts
behind the issue. First and fore-

most, University scholarships are
only offered to those students
entering the University for the
first time. Once a student has
enrolled, these scholarships will
not be offered to that student.
Another important thing to
keep in mind is that scholarship
criteria are based on the statistics
of the graduating class that you
are entering with.
If, for example, the class that
you enter with has a high GPA
average score of 3.3, then those
students with that GPA are more
likely to receive a scholarship.
If, however, the next year's
class has high scores of3.8, then
those students will have a better
chance than the ones with a 3.3.
There is not set criteria for all
students every year.
This leads to the discussion of
academic scholarships as a
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whole. As many people may not
know, academic scholarships
have not always been around.
1\venty years ago, they were
actually seen as unethical.
In today's world, however,
scholarships are a necessary
marketing tool. Two schools
could be identical in all aspects,
but the school that offers more
scholarships will be the school
that most likely will bring in
more students.
As far as athletic scholarships
go, not every athlete receives
one. Currently, and generally,
there are twenty full athletic
scholarships given out every
year, which cover tuition, room,
meals, and books.
The rest of the athletic scholarships ax:e disbursed accordingly, some of which take the form
of "bull dog awards." All athlet-

ic scholarships are monitored by
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA).
With both the academic and
athletic scholarships, Bryant is
looking at the whole picture
before deciding to whom the
scholarships should go.
For academics, it's not about
who has the highest SAT scores
or GPA anymore; now it's about
aspects such as community service projects they are involved in,
other activities, and their personality type.
For athletes as well, they are
lOOking to bring in a higher
caliber of student-athlete, with
an emphasis on the student. A
large majority of the athletes

o
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Perfect Weekend for Football, Fires & Festivities
ions to cheer the
Bulldogs to victory 'in
style.
The men were all
In sharp contrast with last
about style, Bryant
year's Homecoming,
came out of the
for those ,of you who
gate fierce being
do not remember, we
the first ones to get
received the remains
the points on the
of Hurricane Jeanne
board. They went
and were met with
on to win the game
over five inches of
20-19 over Pace
rain.
University.
This year, Bryant
During the
couldn't have asked
game's halftime,
for a better weekend.
the yearly Banner
The crisp, cool, fall air
Contest was held.
was around us, what a
The winner for this
weekend for football.
year was the
The weekend
Student Semite,
kicked off with cometheir banner pordian Ophira Eisenburg
trayed. a very crein Salmonson sponative use of the
soted by Student
theme, "The
Programming Board
Character of
and the Office of
Success" depicting
Student Activities. '
the Wizard of Oz
Following the comediwiththe Bulldog in
front of the
I;;.i,.;,......,;;;~,
an was the annual
Photo provided by Tim Osbou
Bryant Fires and Pep
Archway.
Rally for all athletic
, . Second place
There were plenty of activities for th
teams held out by the
winner for this year whole family to enjoy during the
pond. The Pep Rally
was the Finance
k d
h'"
rt f .
Association folwee en - sue as spm a rlSwas MCed by Anthony "Nino"
Furnari '06 and Hank Parkinson,
lowed by third ,place bees."
Assistant Director of Student
winner, the
to take a trip up and down the
Activities.
International Student
river with one of the boats avai
President Machtley went out
"Organization (ISO). The
able and see Waterfire up close
by boat to the barge in the mid- '
winners were awarded $500,
and personal.
dIe of the pond to light the fire.
$250, $100, respectively, for
The event was very well
Later on, every fall sports
all of their hard work.
attended by all; those who wert
team was introduced individualAs the football game conpresent were sure to have an
ly, calling up the captains of the'
cluded, the Alumni looked
unforgettable evenintfi.
teams to address the crowd. Tfor other events to participate
On Sunday, the 5 Annual
shirts and other items were
in, anyone who was a memShawn M. Nassaney Memorial
given out to the crowd, adding to
ber of the Class of2000 had
Race was held. The race was
the excitement.
their reunion tent to head to.
started in 2001, just one month
Saturday's events began with
Otherwise, for many
after the September 11 th terror
the Class of 2000's gift dedicaalums this meant a stop at
attacks when Shawn, Class of
tion ceremony. The ornate stone
their favorite watering hole,
19~8, lost his life on that tragic
wall that lines Alumni Walk has
Parente's. Anyone who
day.
officially been named for the
passed Parente's couldn't
The race has quickly caught
Class of2000.
help but notice all of the cars on throughout the region and
The Class of 2000 was the
and people. that were there.
this year attracted over 600 rur
firstto attempt a Senior Class
The evening events
ners. The money raised from t
Gift program an~ currently holds
included Waterfire, which for event goes to the Shawn M.
, the record for the most money
.
the first time was sponsored
Nassaney Memorial Scholarsh:
Photo proVided by Joe Hansen by the University. Many stuever raised by a senior class, at
Fund.
,over $23,000, which was then,
Overall, the weekend's ever
Bryant recaptures the effect of Providence's annual tradition dents, facu.lty, alumni, and
matched by Trustee Malcolm
were a great success, from the
of
Waterfire
(bottom
photo)
on
campus
while
students
~~':!1~n~~~~
the
fire
along
Chase, who the Well ness Center
big win by the football team, t.
watched the blaze from the Bryant Center lawn. (top photo).
Woonasquatucket River.
is named.
.
the incredible weather, the fun
The current senior class will
Located right outside the
filled atmosphere created by it
also be partaking in the Senior
and sharing old stories about
special purpose. First there was
Class Gift tradition; some of the
the student tent that was the only their experiences at Bryant,
place to get break- whether it was about the old
campus on the East Side of
fast on campus,
Salmanson was '
Providence, or the first few days
on the new campus in the subclosed. '
urbs. There was no shortage of
Then the bookstories to be told.
store had a special
There was also a fun place for
tent set tip for
alumni to purchase alumni and their children,
known as the Bulldog Fun Zone.
Bryant University
merchandise, from Attended too by members of the
Student Alumni Association; this
sweatshirts to
area featured a variety of games
blankets. Some
might have needed and activities.
They included inflatable slides
these items; it was
and a rock wall. '
a bit of a brisk fall
'day.
Also there were table games
like ring toss and cue golfwhere
Career services
participants were able to win
also had a booth,
prizes and other goodies.
and there was a
Photo provided by Laura Nee
There was also a make your
place for alumni to
own spin art Frisbee station, a
tell their story
Just one of the many activities featured under the·sa
snow cone machine, as well as
about their time at
of tents by the football field ove.r the weekend.:rhis
cotton candy.
Bryant.
Everyone who made their
Lastly was the
tent features Fat Cats, a game in which the participaf
way over to the far end of the
Alumni tent, the
attempt to knock over the "fat cats" by throwing ro'cl
athletic fields was sure to have a
hub of activity. I
to win prizes.
am sure you saw
good time, some of the best
it, it was the tent
moments came when adults
. fireworks, games, and family
Rhode Island School of Design
guarded by two
attempted to make their way
activities. This is sure' to be f
(RISD) Auditorium was a speoversized bulldown the inflatable slide!
weekend that the attendees w
cial tent set up for Bryant guests not forget
Upon entering the, stadium.
The Bryant Bulldog's mascot was
. dogs. All alumni·
with hors'dourves and beverwhich had about 4,820 in attenperched outside of the Homecoming tent ~~o chose to parages.
scaring off the opposing team on game ~lcl~e were greet:- dance, everyone was handed
Those lucky enough also got
some pompoms and seat cushed With food and
d ay.
By Joe Hansen

Assistant Variety Editor

members of the Class of2006
Gift Committee were on hand'
for the dedication ceremony.
Next it was off to the sea of
tents, all of which had their own

beverages, as well as desserts.
Also inside the tent was a
gathering place for the 50th ,year
reL!nion. Many alumni enjoyed
reminiscing about years gone by,
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Dr. ~Joel Becker makes an, ImPACT on concussions
By Kristina De Angelis
Campus News Editor
Dr. Joel Becker, an adjunct
professor here at Bryant, accomplished his PhD in Psychology
and is a Clinical
Neurophysiologist in Rhode
Island and Massachusetts.
When he is not teaching Intro
to Psychology classes, he is the
prinCipal investigator on a
research study entitled The
Effects of Sports Concussion on
Executive Functicms in College
Athletes.
.
Jhe study involves studentathletes who have suffered more
than one concussion. Consulting.
with Dr. Becker as a fellow
endorser of the study is Dr.
Michael Collins.
Dr; Bec.ker's hypothesis states
that individuals who have suffered more than one concussion
will have a more difficult time
with executive functions, which
include multi-tasking, planning,
coordinating, and piecing together information.
'
While this is an area that has
received increased attention
within the past. twenty years and
an even more significant
increase in' recent years, Dr.
Becker stated that he became
interested when he saw the
effects in his own patients and
students.
Factual research studies in the
past conclude that, according to
the Center for Disease Control,
there are approximately 300,000
sports-related concussions per
year, a number which Dr. Becker
feels is underestimated.
Studies have also shown that

age might be an inverse affec.t
for vulnerability when it comes
to these injuries. Younger athletes need more time to heal than
those over the age of twentyone.
This discovery works to prove
that individuals' brains are still
undergoing the process of development until the age of twentyone.
The reason that concussions
are being correlated to these
injuries is due to' the fact that
when a concussion o~curs, the
frontal and prefrontal parts of
the brain are very susceptible to
damage.
More importantly, these
frontal and prefrontal parts a~e .
. what hold the "higher func- .
tions," which dictate such things
as personality, motivation, coordination and steadfastness, as
well as the executive functions.
Multiple concussions are the'
center for Dr. Becker's study
because, if these frontal and prefrontal part's do not get damaged
the first time, there is an even
higher risk for damage the sec- .
ond time around.
Dr. Becker's study, along with
the scientific reasons, deals with
a bigger picture, especially for
those student-athletes who have
suffered from multiple concussions.
.
Dr. Becker stated, "There are
student-athletes out there that
have sustained multipleconcussions that may very well be
struggling with real cognitive
challenges, especially in a
demanding university environment. That can be very frustrating, stressful, and depressing.
They need to know what is

cognitive issues, It tests for
. many things, among which are
memory, processing speed, and
information processing.
Ideally, it is used during a
preseason physical, but it can
also be used after the actual con
Spnlltll SIliI£C!t '
,
' '
cuss ion occurs. Other tests
cover areas sucIi as divided
attention, cognitive flexibility,
dictation, and speed.
An optional thirty minute
feedback session will also be
available if any participants
would 'Iike to have a one-on-on(
talk with Dr. Becker related to
any of the research findings and
.
.
.
abo\,lt the participant specificall:
The session will be, of course,
glickon·th~·lJumQert~at COrre.~pOl'\d5JqJhe TolloWing"sywbol:
completely confidential.
".
.
'.:',"!~,;.
. s of now, Dr~ Becker plans
to conclude his study in the
spring of 2006, unless he
"CO"
decides to branch off to other
site locations. He is looking fOi
about twenty-four participants i
total.
Once again, these participant
Photo providl!d by Dr. Joel Becke~ must be student-athletes who
'have suffered a concussion wit~
in the past 360 days and have
This is an example of one of the test' modules that the
also had "at least one more conImPACT approach conducts on participants. This particucussion in addition to the recen1
lar test evaluates visual processing speed, -learning and
one.
memory, VtihUe providing an average reaction time score
Dr. Becker states that he is
as well.
"particularly involved with athletes because they are under.
such demand to perform both
. dents fitting the criteria: scholar through a series of tasks to test
cognitive functions. One ofthe
academically and in their sport;
athletes who have sustained a
most widely used.post-concus- .
that type of stress is particularl~
concussion in the past 360 days
challenging."
and have had at least one COll- . sion assessments all over the
If anyone has any questions
world is ImPACT, created by the
cussion prior to that.
for Dr. Becker and/or would lik
University of Pittsburg.
Normal testing sessions are
to be inCluded in the study you
Short for Immediate Post
approximately one hour.. Part of
Athletic Concussion Testing, it
can contact him at
the session deals with collecting
jbecker@bryant.edu.
shows if those who are healing
information on the participant's
from a concussion are fully
medical history; the history of
the individual's concussions, and recovered and if there are any
doing this to them."
The study was approved last
year by the Institutiol1al Review
Board. It was at this point that
Becker began testing Bryant stu-

any difficulties that may have
been encountered academically.
This part of the session usually
lasts about ten minutes.
The testing session then goes

,
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DRUG CPOSS/SALEIDEL) Marijuana SEP 4
2005-Sunday at 12~51Location: JOHN MOWRY
ROAD Summary: Smithfield ~PD has one person
in custody
ACCIDENT CMVA) Motor Vehicle Accident
SEP 6 2005-Tuesday at 07:29
Location: HALL 16 LOT
Summary: A DPS officer reports a motor vehicle
accident. No injuries.
BURG.!B&ECRESIDENCE) SEP 8 '2005Thursday at 13:57
Location: TOWNHOUSE
,
Summary: Stolen golf club reported.
THEFT (FROM VEH.) Larceny from Vehicle
($50-&200) SEP 9 2005-Friday at 11 :31
Location: COMMUTER LOT
Summary: A report of stolen lug. nut covers.
DRUG (pOSS. MARIJ!) Possession of '
Marijuana SEP 10 200S-:-SatUrdayat 01:30
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: .SPD has one·person in custody.
DOMESTIC mIsruTE) Dom.estic Dispute
(Non..:crimil)al) SEP.11 2005..:Sunday at 01:21
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A reported domestic dispute in front of
a townhouse.
VANDALISM SEP 13 2005-Tuesday at 07:44
Location: REAR ACCESS 14, 15, 16
Summary: A picnic table was removed from cqncrete area.

VANDALISM <RES) SEP 13 2005-Tuesday at
11 :02 Location: TOWNHOUSE.
Summary: A stud~nt reports vand~lism to window.

Location: UNISTRUCTURE
Summary: A report of a female with burns on her
face. EMS :was activated.

DRUG (MAR]. 2ND OFF) Possession of
Marijuana SEP IS 200S-Thursday at 00:49
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: SFD has one person in custody.

FIRE (VIOL.FIRE CODE) SEP 22 2005Thursday at 01:29 Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A reported fire system water leak was
investigated and found to be malicious; someone
had tarr~pered with the fire system.

VANDALISM SEP 15 2005-Thursday at 22:45
Location: HALL VILLAGE
Summary: A teport of a University Golf Cart was
taken fi'om in front of the
Unistructure.
BURG IB&E fRESIDENCE) SEP 16 200SFriday at 23:00 Location: RESIDENCE HALL.
Summary: A student reports that $300.00 was
stolen from her .room.
VANDALISM (AUTO) SEP 16 2005,-Fridayat
1'0:00
Location: COMMUTERPARKlNG LOT
Summary: Student reports vandalism to a vehicle.
DISORDERLY CONDUCT. SEP 182005Sunday at 02:40 Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A stud~nt was arrested by SPD for urinatiQg on a DPS vehicle.
VANDALISM SEP 19 2005-Monday at 11:05
Location: UNISTRUCTURE
S~mmary: A report of damage to a control panel in
Salmonson dining hall
.
EMT CALL SEP 20 ~005-TuesdaY'at 14:02

VANDALISM (AUTO) SEP 23 2005-Fridayat
11:00 Location: STRIP PARKING
Summary: A student reports his car has been damaged while parked on the strip.
. FIRE SEP 23 2005-Friday at 14:S8
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A reported fire in a microwave. ACCIDENT 31-26-4 Leaving the Scene I
Unattended Vehicle
SEP 24 2005-Saturday at
21:40
Location: BELLOWS CENTER LOT
Summary: A vehicle was hit by a reckless driver.
SPD was contacted.
DOMESTIC (j)ISORDERLy) 11-45-1/12-29-~
Disorderly Conduct / Domestic SEP 25 2005Sunday at 04:05
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A report ofa PQ~~ible fight in the builc
ing; SPS has one person in cust9dy.

To report a bias incident or hate crime, go to
www.bryant.edu/bias Or callthe Bias Incident
Hotline at x6920.
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Latino Heritage Month offers cultural diversity
or simply sit back and listen to
look forward to before the
from the work of Loira Limbal
the live music. This event is
Finale. Mem'bers of The South
with MSU. Afterwards, attenSide Boys & Girls Club will
scheduled for October 5, begindees were able to ask questions
ning at 8 p.m.
to the BRIO winner
Miss Rhode Island Latina
Miss Rhode
fora docuJllCntary
2001, Solanchi Karo, will be on
Island Latina
film. This event,
:ampus Friday, October 14, to
held on Thursday,
not be the only
1elp host the- Latino Heritage
September 28 in
person on hand to
VIonth Finale. This event, which
help close this
South featured the
.viII start at 7 pm in Janikie~,
'month-long protrailer titled "Estilo,
.vil! close a successful monthgram. The Bryant
Hip Hop."
long program pilt on every year
community will
According to
:>y the Multi-Cultural Student
also p'articipate as
MSU's website,
Union.
students dance a
this documentary
While MSU hosts this culture
traditional salsa
"chronicles the
program every year, the events
and. the Bryant
lives of individuals
that take place
Velocity Dance
continuing
vary. It is usu-.
the fight of
i~;
Iii!:1 Team
will perally up to the '
justice
L
form.
Vice President
where the
This hour long
of the organi.
revolutionevent will be a
zation to
ary movecultural explosion
decide which
ments of the
as members of
programs will
60's and . Students were priviledged to hear from one, of Latin " Providence's
be featured.
70's left off History Month's Keynote Speakers Alfredo "Dante"
Latino
The goal is to
in Latin
Community will
Rivera,
pictured
far
left.
host an event
America."
dance, sing, and
every week.
speak of the culMSU
This year,
come to Bryant on October 6. As tures from Central America,
president, Wilberte Paul,
MSU not only
believes Latino Heritage
South America, and the
part of a community service
reached that
Month is important to the project, students frOni the Bryant Caribbean. The hip-hop group,
go~l, but also
Infynite, will close the night.
community will guide activities
Bryant community, and
hosted two'
including a variety of arts and
stresses the value of
MSU is also inviting everyone
events per
'
crafts.
who attended the finale to dinner
learning about different
week on aver~
after the show.
cultures. Through this
Another upcoming event will
age.
To view the calendar for
take place through the
month long program,
Providence Black Repertory
upcoming events; visit the webWilberte knows "the
The 2005
Students recieved an enterta.ining lesson on Salsa
program
Company at Xxodus, Cafe in
site,
Bryant community will
opened with a Dancing during -one of this. month's MSU events.
downtown Providence. Carlos
http://bryant2. bryant.edul-icc/lh
be able to gain a better
Bryant Center
DeLeon, .Latin Jazz master, will
m.htm.
knowledge as well as
Fiesta. Many
play Latin fusion, salsa, cumbia,
This site gives times, dates,
experience another culpeople who wandered through
The International Student
and Jazz.
locations, and descriptions of
ture that is rich in history
the Bryant Center on September
Organization and the Student
Attendees should RSVP to
throllgh various_.events" sponevents as well aStJhe RSVP link
16 were able to participate in the Programming Board co-sponto the October 6 U event featursecure their pass to this event
sored by MSU.
kick off event, which presented
sored a screening of the trailer
where they can choose to dance
There are still a few events to
ing, Carlos DeLeon.
By Meghan Hanlon .
Sditor-in-chief

the Bryant community with tidbits and infonnation about Latin
history and culture. WJMF cosponsored the event while pro~
viding musical entertainment.
Prizes were won through raffies,
the largest prize being a portable
DVD player.
More prizes were won while
Bryant students learned how to
move during Salsa Magic Bryant @ Night, on September
16. This event was attended by
over 100 people who were given
lessons in Salsa dancing by Lee
and Florita from SalsaMagic.

will
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Bryant's new website launches Scholarship Truths
Cont'd from page 1

two weeks ago.
The new design will officially
replace the old one on October
31. On this date, faculty and
students will notice that when
navigating the site, they will
have access to some new pages
and some oM pages.
The committee decided to
launch new 'pages in a series of
phases. that will be put into
action at various times through~
out the year.
.
Each phase will introduce
new updates and links. Faculty

and students wil1 be notified
website. "Many students comevery time these changes ,are
mented on the location of but.;.
instituted. The entire website
tons and categories, so the new
should be complete by this time
design takes into account the
next year.
perspective of the user,"
Musgrove said that the most
Musgrove said.
important new feature of the
Finally, the appearance of the
website won't even be apparent
website is vastly different, but
to the average person.
.
committee members tried to
, "The biggest c!lange is to the
keep it simple. .
operating software which is
Although some people still
much faster and will speed up
have dial up and old monitors,
the process of updating informa- they wanted to make the website
tion on the website to make it
,. accessible to everyone. In order'
more current."
to do so, the creators put forth
Another new feature deals
their best effort to capture the
with the ease in navigating the
best possible technologies.

Jack Welsh to visit· Bryant Wednesd~y
Cont'd from page 1
Welch's instinct and management style.
Taking what he disliked from
his pervious work experiences,
Welch applied a new management ~tyle, a style that has made'
him one of the most imitated
managers in business history.
Other business leaders, such as
Warren Buffett, CEO of
Berkshire Hathaway has said
"Jack is the Tiger Woods of
management. All CEOs want to
emulate him: They wontt be able
to, but they'll come closer if they
listen carefully to what he has to
say."
Welch set up an infoI11)al environment that he referred to as a
"grocery store." In this setting,
Welch was able to interactwith
his employees as well as be
involved in all parts of the busi-

retired and
As head of
wrote, "JACK:
Jack Welch,
Straight From
LLC, Welch
the·Gut," his #1
is an advisor
New York TImes
to a small
autobiography
group of .
and also an
Fortune 500
international
business
best seller.
CEO's.
Fortune
Welch also
Magazine
spends a
named Welch
majority of
Manager of the
his speaking
Century in 2000
to people to
aJ:ld five years
the business
later Chief
world as well
Executive magas students as
azine. readers
he will do on
voted him the
,
Wednesday
Most Admired
Photo Courtesy of University Relations when Welch
CEO of the past Jack.Welsh is eager to
speaks to'stu20 years. Also
.
dents at
in 2005 Welch answer your questions, about Bryant.
the business world.
Seating is
was voted by
Fast Company
limited, so
magazine readers as the World's' s~~p by the !nfo desk to get your.

Cont'd from page 1
large majority of the athletes
coming into Bryant have the
same high credentials as their
academically rewarded peers.
So now that the preliminaries
are done with, the controversial
question comes up-who
receives more money?
Academics or Athletics?
The numbers speak for themselves. The amount of academic
scholarships is considerably
higher than athletic. .
This year. for example, aca. demic scholarships totaled
approximately $ 6.2 million;
athletics totaled $1.6 million.
And these numbers follow the
trend.
Since 2001, these proportions
have remained rather steady,
staying within a variation of
. $500,000 durin'g the past five
years.
So why do people feel like
one group is getting treated so
much better than the other? It
could be because the general
numbers of scholarships being
distributed are going down. '
Bryant has increased its stan, dardsover the years:
As the university grows, so
does its standards. Higher quality students and athletes are
being attracted to the school
more and more as time goes on.
. Also, a smaller number of
scholarships are being distributed with larger amounts of
money.
Director of Financial Aid,
John Canning, stated that it is a
visibilitY factor. "Overall
rrrnU/th in thp: Mh lp.ti~ denHrt-

ment has led students to believe
that more athletes are being
offered scholarships; in actuality,
it is the Same amount to higher
profile athletes."
He also states that big attractions to Bryant for athletes ate
the new facilities. With upgraded and cutting-edge resources,
the campus itself is another marketing tool.
, Athletes are coming to Bryant
with or without the scholarship
offer. This can apply to students
in general as well. Incoming
freshman and transfer students
are looking for the newest technology and a well kept campus.
So while students will not be
able to increase their net amount
.of money received from Bryant
itself, they can still go out and
fmd scholarships.
Bryant will never take away
any money that a student has
received from the University in
the past because the student has
received an outside award.
And remember, Bryant is a
business too. As Canning
explained about scholarship distribution he also stated that
Bryant must balance the need to
be able to pay the bills and offer
incentives.
Bryant is a business. Students
are its clients. Scholarships are
the marketing tools.
For more)nformation, the
Office of Financial Aid is located in the entrance to the
Unistructure. There, one can
find various outside scholarship
offerings as well as educated
financial aid officers that can
provide advice and answer ques
tions.
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Man told 'white lie' discovered. he was black at age 26
ditions. 1I
on Feb. 28,1960 five months
after their marriage he thought
When a young Dave Myers
his son's skin color was jaunasked his mother why police in
dice. And then he thought there
Alabama were spraying black
might have been a mix-up at the
civil-rights protesters with fire
Every family has its secrets. . hospital.
hoses, she told him it was
There are things parents never
And
because they .
tell children. There are lies that
when his
were hot.
"I
was
the
black
sheep
of
become family legend. There are wife told
stories that were never meant to
him the
Everything
the family literally and
be told.
doctors
Myers saw
Judith Hartmann's secret,
said it
growing up in
figuratively.. .I was always Ohio
when she married Bill Myers in
was a
and then
1959, was that she was pregnant
skin dis- in the doghouse or always the small
by a black man.
ease that
town of
When the baby born to two
had
Olean in
getting
out
of
the
dogwhite parents came out black,
turned
western New
the secret became a lie.
their
house."
-Dave
My.ers.~.-_--,.Y~\tli~~
Throughout his childhood,
boy's skin
VInce 1m It
David Myers was told that his
dark, he
was better to
skin color was a disease caned
thought
be a white
melanism. He was lucky, his
she was telling the truth. No
boy with a skin disease than a
mother said, because the skin
questions asked.
black kid.
discoloration was all over his
Because that is the kind of
"Why would I want to be
body, instead of just splotches of man Bill Myers is. He is soft and black?" Myers says. "I saw how
brown like most people had.
gentle and pliable, his children
blacks were portrayed in the
So despite his dark skin,
say. He accepts life as it comes,
media."
Myers grew up in white, middle~ assumes the responsibilities of a
As much as family members
class neighborhoods in Ohio and man, a husband, a father.
acted as though Dave was just
New York believing he was
As far as he was concerned,
like the other kids, they knew he
white.
Dave Myers was as much his
wasn't. And the difference start"For many years I thought I
child as the three daughters and
ed showing up in his behavior.
was white. I thought like a white son who followed.
As Dave Myers entered adokid. There was a feeling in me
If Judy said it was a skin dis- lescence, the trouble started. He
.that I didn't want to be associatease, that was the end of the dis- became defiant, hostile and
ed with blacks. I wanted the
cussion.
sometimes threatening.
story to be true," says Myers, a
"He never said a word," says
At one point, Myers was sent
45-year-old Orlando tennis
Judy Myers, 67, who now lives
to live with a foster family.
teacher.
with Bill.
Another time, he was kicked out
The secret shrouded in a lie
That attitude ignoring the·
of the house and lived in his car.
lasted 26 years. Keeping it hldobvious, believing the improba"I was the black sheep of the
den all those years would tum
ble filtered down to David and
family literally and figuratively,"
Judy Myers into a hlird, angry,
the other children. And in a fam- he says. "I was always in the
unhappy woman, her family
ily where everyone pretended
doghouse or always getting out
says. It made Dave Myers a defi- that David was a darker shade of of the doghouse."
ant, rebellious, hostile child who white, race was a taboo subject.
If Dave was treated differentwould grow estranged from his
"There was no discussion. It
ly, it was because of his behavparents, sisters and brother.
never came up," saysBill Myers, ior, not his skin color, his mother
Learning the truth would
66, a retired welding engineer.
says. "He was just uncontrolsend Myers on a search for iden- "We hardly ever saw a black
lable. None of my other children
tity. And it would convince him
person."
acted this way," Judy says.
that his story is the story of
The only blacks the Myerses
Duringthose years, Judy
America a white America that
saw in Stow, Ohio a white, midMyers was an unhappy woman.
has been lied to, a black America dIe-class town outside of
"She was a hard mother
oppressed and discriminated
Cleveland were in the papers or
growing up," says Kathy Myers,
against, and a society unable or
on the nightly news.
44. "Mom had a lot of anger
unwilling to discuss race.
"That was the time ofthe
inside her. She was tough, keepWhen Judy Hartmann told
ghettos," Bill says. "You read
ing all that inside."
Bill Myers that she was pregabout the black ghetto on the
The anger didn't end until, 26
nant, he believed it was his.
east side of Cleveland, and the
years after David's birth, Judith
And when the baby was born crime and the poor housing con- Myers visited a psychiatrist who
By Jeff Kunerth
The Orlando Sentinel
KRT

...

L~arning
By Marilynn Marter
Knight Ridder Newspapers
KRT

.'-.'

black. Few of his friends were
advised her to let go of the lie
black.
and tell her family the truth.
Myers embarked on a selfWhat she told her husband
education about all the things he
and children was that she had
never learned about black histobeen raped by a black man.
"I was not angry,1I Bill says.
ry, black culture, and race relaIII was glad that this load was
tions.
He has 10 spiral notebooks
released from her, and it
filled with notes he has taken
answered a number of questions
from the books he has read such
at the back -of your mind that
as liThe Destruction of Black
never seemed to be fully
resolved. II
Culture," "Theories of Race and
Racism," "The Illusion of
With a new story, Judith
Integration and the Reality of
Myers became a new person.
"I was much happier.·1 had a
Race," "Growing Up in a
load off my back," Judy says. III
Divided Society," and "Lies My
protected it well for many
Teacher Told Me."
And then he set out to meet
years."
"David Myers was living in
his black family members. He
found a half-brother in
San FranCiSCQ1at.if!J'~
0·'"'"
'Gleveland who led him to his
came home one nJ
black father. They talked on the
message from his mother on his
answering machine. On the mes- phone, exchanged photographs.
sage, she gave him the name of
On June 22, Dave Myers met
Fermon Beckette Sr. for the first
the black man who was his
time.
father Fennon Beckette Sr.
The way Fermon Beckette
"He struck me as trying to be
a journalist, like he was
remembers it, there was no rape.
He was working as an aide at a . researching a story, a project,"
Beckette says. "He sounded like
psychiatric ward in the same
hospital where Judith Hartmann
he was in search of his identity."
was a student studying nursing.
Beckette feels some sympathy for the son he fathered, but
She was 20. He was 10 years
older.
.
never knew. "If you don't know
They went out a few times.
what color you are in this country," he says, "you are headed fo
The sex was consensual. No
rape.
a lot of problems."
"That's an old fashioned,
At different times in his life,
Southern lie," says Beckette,
Dave Myers has checked the bo;
now a 77-year-old retired
for white, the box for black, the
box for other.
steelmilI worker. "Knowing the
situation, I can see how she
Friends told him he was the
whitest black guy they knew: Ht
would deny it. After all, she had
to hide it to save her marriage."
dressed white, he talked white.
Judy Myers insists the rape
So for a time, Dave Myers tried
story is true: "Any black who
to trade his Midwestern Ohio
rapes a woman will say she
accent for a Southern black
dialect, only to realize how disasked for it."
honest it sounded coming from
But if shedding the skin-dishis mouth.
ease story liberated Judith
Myers, it plunged David Myers
''It was a complete phonines!
into an identity crisis.
to me," he says.
"When my mother told me
After years of trying on difthe truth, I went through a period ferent identities, Myers now
of being homeless three years,"
believes he knows who he is an<
he says.
what he needs to do. He is the
He waS a black man who
product of a black man and a
knew nothing about being black. white woman who must tell his
His family wasn't black. None of story and his family's secrets so
his neighbors had been black.
that blacks and whites can bette
None of his classmates·had been understand each other.

from seed to feed: at Drexel it starts in the garden

American Taste, at Drexel.
Kitchen Garden students,
such as Elizabeth Curtis, 20, a
junior from Fairfax Station, Va.,
In the quest forknowledge of sometimes "discover" new foods
(at least neW'to them) in the
foods and flavors, instruction
class. In Curtis' case, it was eggcan take many forms.
plant.
For some students in Drexel
"I didn't know anything about
University's culinary arts progardening, and now I'm definitegram. that means studying one
ly confident enough to grow my
aspect of their chosen vocation
own," she said 'a few weeks ago;
literally from the ground up.
after she had completed the
They are currently sowing,
three-month summer session.
tending and harvesting many of
"It's surpri~ing how much differthe vegetables that will be
ent really fresh foods can taste."
cooked and served in their
An important lesson for any
kitchen classroom and studentwould-be chef.
run Bistro.
In the Drexel garden, vines
Under the tutelage of
are laden with Rond de Nice
William Woys Weaver, about 10
(French round) zucchini and
students each semester partici,.
nine varieties of tomatoes yelpate in the Kitchen Garden otherwise known as Culinary 425 or low, zebra-striped, red-speckled,
and more. There are. eight kinds
"Weeding 101." Through this
of peppers. And the eggplant.
elective course, they gain hands- Nearby
are Austrian Crescent
on experience in organic gardenpotatoes underground and a
ing, awareness of heirloom vegstand of Japonica striped com,
etables, and appreciation for the
climbing high above. Three
flavors and textures that fresh
types of basil are available to
and varied foods bring to the
add flavor and fragrance to
table.
recipes,as well as garlic chives,
Weaver limits the class size
now in bloom.
to be better able to mentor each
With raised beds and vertical
student. A renowned food histogardening techniques including
rian and author, Weaver also
trellises, the class has maxiteaches an honors course,
mized plantings and has had, a

particularly productive season.
Now in its third year, "the
garden ·is finally where we like

speckled tomato that I think is
just phenomenal-tasting," she
said.

Some of
the harvest is
directed
to the
Bistro,
an oncampus
restaurant that
provides
students
with
practical
experience as
they
photo courJesy ofKRT rotate
through
Students in the class "The Kitchen Garden," at Drexel. jobs in
, both the
kitchen and front-of-house.
it," Weaver said. "It's producing
The Bistro, on the sixth floor in
well." The harvest will continue
through the fall, tended by a new Drexel's culinary arts center at
33d and Arch Streets, will
crop of student farmers.
reopen for the fall semester in
. "I'm amazed at how many
mid-October, serving fourtypes of every vegetable there
are. There are hundreds of toma- course dinners ($22) on
toes," said Kate Anzalone, 20, of Tuesdays (6:30 p.m.) and threecourse lunches on Thursdays (at
Baltimore, a junior in the culinoon, $9). Reservations are recnary arts program.
ommended (215-895-5872)..
Her favorite in the garden?
With chefs becoming superstars
"There's the Peruvian red-

and demand for food-service
employees growing steadily,
training programs around the
area have expanded as well.
Some of the accredited schools
on the accompanying list,
including the Restaurant School
at Walnut Hill College here and
the Culinary Institute of Americ
in New York, also offer non'credit courses open to the pub\i.
Meanwhile, scholarship
assistance is available for those
qualified and interested in caree
and degree programs.
Whole Foods Markets is
offering five $2,000 grants to be
awarded by the Culinary Societ
of Philadelphia in December to
area students pursuing careers i
the culinary arts this fall. For
details and applications visit
http://culinary-society.org/whol
foods.htm.
,The Careers Through
Culinary Arts Program (C-CAP
awarded 16 scholarships totalin
$342,000 to Philadelphia- area
high school students this year
and will be back with more in
the spring. For details and appl
cation forms, visit
http://www.ccapinc.org!CCAP_
App_and_reasearch.pdf.
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I Was A Totally Cool Dude! You Can Be Tool
By Harsh K. Luthar
Professor of Management
Welcome everyone to the
Fall semester. After the quiet
summer, I feel the vibrating
energy of the returning students
and the new freshmen as the
campus literally comes alive
with enough parking for everyone! College life is one of the
most exciting, as well as challenging, phases of our I ife that
potentially lays the foundation
for future success.
I am reminded of my first
year as a freshman at Beloit
College in Wisconsin. One of
my main anxieties during my
freshman year was that someone
would find out my real age. My
birthday is in September and'I
turned seventeen during my first
week of college. Being a year or
two younger than most of the
oth(!r students made me feel very
insecure. My second major anxiety was that someone would see
me with my huge ultra thick
glasses and realize that I was
quite near sighted. I was convinced that both of these conditions combined would wreck my
social life completely. To avoid
looking like a nerd, I grew long
hair and a beard and wore contact lenses 16-18 hours a day. I
also carefully observed what the
other "cool" students did ana
tried to hang out with them.
I noticed that many of the
"coo/" people got drunk often
and virtually chain smoked during parties. This was hard for me
to emulate as I did not like either
smoking or drinking. My "cool"
friends often told tall tales "the
day after." Typically, these stories went like this: "And then I
got so drunk man that I didn't
know what I was saying or
doing. By end of the night I was
puking all over the place. They
:Iad to carry me back to my
:Iorm. And since this morning I
1ave had the worst hangover and
[ can't remember a thing! My
lead really hurts. Boy, was last
light fun or what?!" This kind of
:alk always went completely
)ver my head. I blamed myself
=Or not being coo] enough to
mderstand.
One day I asked one of my
'cool" friends, while he was
lober, to tell me really why
Irinking at parties leads to havng more fun. My cool friend

Although I was immatur~ in
who had to once inform a paren1
It made me cough and feel dizzy.
that their child had lost his life
So I smoked but did not inhale. I some ways at 17, I was lucky
due to an alcohol related accibecause "1 never became a smokbelieve this technique was used
er or a drinker. Many young peo- dent. Even listening to him
by President Clinton as well
ple, once they become addicted
telling me about the reaction of
when he was in college.
the parents, I felt much shaken
Instead of inhaling, I would
to nicotine, find it very difficult
take the smoke in my mouth,
up at the time.
to give up. This expensive habit
is easy to cultivate but very difSo dear students, in my own
hold it for a while and blow it
funny way, I am trying to tell
out of the side slowly in as
ficult to break. Smoking was
you to be careful with yourself
cool a way as possible. Those
much more accepted in public
at Bryant and in life. For most 0:
were some of my coolest
places in the past than it is now.
you, this is all simple stuff that
When I was in college, profesmoments I think. Sometimes I
you already know. For .all ofus,
also tried to make smoke rings sors and students both used to
it is sometimes good to hear
smoke in class. My philosophy
come out of my mouth
things we already know. When
by twisting my face
professor had a huge pipe, bigwe are young we do many thing~
in a highly'
ger than the one Sherlock
to impress our peers and to be
Holmes is shown with. During
sophisticated
accepted. I know that many
the lectures, when perhaps he
manner.
times I was too weak to resist
After about ran out of material, he would
simply smoke his pipe and look
peer pressure. Getting older I
a year of
THe t.;
have learned that when we make
very thoughtfuIIy at the ceiling
heavy 7-UP
genuine friendships, we are
problem
while all of us gazed in admiradrinking
accepted as who we are. Many
tion. This was back in the early
was
combined
people try ~moking, alcohol and
that'
1970s. Smoking was considered
with prefend
other drugs'When they come to
drinkvery cool then. Today, it is not
smokin~ I
college and are away from home
ing did
could no
considered as cool, because we
not
know so much more about the
for the first time. In the beginlonger live a
agree
ning all these things seem harmlie and slowly health effects of smoking. Some
less when we see our friends
with
gave up both.
of the commercials I have seen
on TV to discourage teenagers
doing it and seeming to have
my
I did not have
from smoking focus on how
fun. But the truth is that behind
constistrength to go
tution. It
, smoking causes bad breath.
such things lurks unexpected
cold turkey
Photo Courtesy of Ryan Stranz with 7-UP and
made me
Alcohol, of course, can play
danger and potential harm which
nauhavoc with your body and mind
can ruin lives.
so yes, I gave
Professor Harsh Luthar helps stuboth. It is the cause of much
seous
The general rule is that you
it up slowly. I
dents by sharing his own expereand r
destruction in the lives of peoshould be suspicious of consumhave not
did not inces during his college years
. pIe. The grief suffered by paring anything that dulls your
engaged in
ents whose children are harmed
like the
senses or alters them in any
pretend smokfeeling
ing since my
due to alcohol related incidents
unnatural way. Human senses
of being tipsy. So I ,hit upon a
is indescribable. Ask 'any official are a gift. The gift of seeing
college days and almost never
in a college or in law enforceclearly, hearing clearly, smelling
drinkalcoholor, for that matter,
clever solution. I started drinkclearly, and experiencing clearly
soft drinks. In retrospect, I can
ing 7-UP at parties but gave the
ment, who has had to inform
can only be appreciated if we are
impression to everyone that it
understand why I did what I did
parents that their child has been
in our natural state of body and
was really Gin and Tonic! I
as a freshman. My need to be
in a life threatening accident.
occasionally acted sil1y and
accepted by my peers was so
They will tell you that it is the
mind. Life offers no guarantees
brash to reinforce the notion that strong that it made !TIe act out of most difficult thing to do. I was
Continued on Page 7
I was feeling "quite good." I
character.
told this personally by someone
never had a hangover and
thought I had the best of both
worlds.
Finally, in the desire to fall in
with the "ultra cool" group, I
started smoking cigarettes while
I drank my 7-UP. My act was s6
good that I had people cautioning me not to drink too heavily
at the parties. "I can take it," I
would say in my pretend macho
cool manner. And yes, I could
take it. I could put away glasses
of7-UP like it was nobody's
business. Of course, it meant a
lot of trips to the bathroom, but
small priCe to pay for being cool.
As far as the cigarettes go, that
was tough to play out. I could
never bring myself to fully
inhale the smoke into my lungs.
explained it very clearly, "Well it
kind of loosens you up. It's easy
to talk to people. You can say
things to people whe_n
you are drunk and
they don't hold it
against you. And
it's great for getting to know
girls. In fact, after
I threw up on
Kelly last month
at a party, it really
brought us a lot
closer together."
After that
lucid explanation, I
tried drinking a bit.
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community service for one of her
classes so we spent every
Monday night at a soup
kitchen in Providence. They
really loved their franks and
beans."
Kristina Antal '06

fi'elihnlen year,
no one was sure who was coming back to Bryant or transferring, so in order to create a lasting memory, our guy friends
got all of us girls a rose."
Julie McMahon '07

a.m. one .......'.. Ull....
sprinklers went off in Hall 15
and the entire hall was flood':
ed with brown water."
Shelly Sobol '08
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a~ternative sources of energy.
Fmally, there will be political
pressure as the mid-term elecWelcome back from a fantas!ions campaign gets under way
tic summer ... one filled with
In early 2006.
~any market abnormalities.
War on Terrorism: It seems
Smce the semester ended in
that whenever President Bush is
May, the market has gone
vacationing for a month-and-athrough some times that have
half at a time, our nation suffers
no! quite been seen before. I'm
t~rrible trage.dies. Unfortunately,
g~mg to address· the biggest
SInce the natIOn really is not getthmgs that have affected the
ting anywhere in Iraq, we're at a
market, how it will continue to
loss for troops to deal with
affect the market, and some
homeland disasters. The nation
observations that can be noted.
is running a deficit that is now
Hurricane Katrina: We've
handling two messes both of
seen the disaster, the disorder
which could have had their
the tragedies, and a nation th~t
catastrophes limited. Now, it
has once again come together to
se~~s as if the government has
support a devastated city
.·'no·tIme~to deal with the state of
through relief and by acdommothe economy. How much more
dating those that were affected.
will the wars cost us in human
Many people are now without
lives, federal dollars and the
homes, jobs, and their lives have
sanity and respect of this nation?
been altered dramatically. The
War creates a state of confusion
rederal ~oveminent is stepping
for the market, but the knowlI~, ?ffe:Ing ~t the very least, $51
edge that this war probably will
bllhon In rehef aid. The effects
not end anytime soon is already·
on insurance companies and
factored into the valuation of the
businesses that operate in the
market.
New Orleans, LA and Biloxi
Other Factors: The market
MS area have yet to be fully'calhas witnessed and withstood the·
culated. The market since
disastrous London bombings
Katrina hit? It's up almost 1%.
the raising of interest rates, the
Real Estate Boom: Sure,
announcement that Federal
real estate may be an alternative
Reserve chairman Alan
~o investing in stocks, but with
Greenspan will be retiring, the
Interest rates as low as they've
replacement of two Supreme .
:,een, the housing
l1arket is not slowing down. The
'value" of houses
~ontinues to hover
lround all time
lighs and is showng only a few
:igns of slowing
fawn. I'm a senior
lOW, and while the
ob market is cerainly much better
hen it was post
)/11 when I first
:a:ne here: housing
.
Irlces have shot up. It is quite
Court justices, a huge federal
Dugh to imagine any recent colbudget deficit, a new chairman
;lge graduate being able to
of the SEC, bankruptcies
fford a ~ouse right now. Will
thr?ughout the airline industry, a
liS hOUSing boom continue? I
ser~e~ ?fmerger and acquisition
ee a leveling off and 5-10%
actIVItIes, low consumer sentirop in housing values in the
ment, and inflation that is vastly
ext year and half.
on the horizon.
Oil Prices: After spending a
So, where is this taking us?
~mester in A?stralia, I saw the
Why hasn't the market necessariutrageous price of "petrol" as
ly !acto!ed in everything, instead
ley call it. Prices were about
bemg VIrtually even YTD?
Ie US equivalent adjusted for
Earnings season was much bet.:
I(change purposes and metric
ter then expected, but will company earnings
continue despite
these many new
factors that will
change the way
consumers now
act? As you can
probably note,
I'm a bit bearish
o,n the market.
But, I continue to
fllJ{,ng.lmr.lsau wonder, what
other investments
mversion of$3.83 a gallon
are superior to stocks right now?
lsed on $1.10 a liter. That's
I'm not impressed with the bond
'Obably why so many people
market and I'm certainly not
ok advantage of public transexcited about further growth of
Irtation. and didn't seem to
the real estate market. For one
ind the high gas prices since
thing, I anticipate a sell off in
eir cars were fairly small. But
the equity markets for a three
the U.S., we're freaked out by
day period. I really do think that
~se outrage.ously high gas
at some point the street is going
Ices that Will certainly take a
to panic and shed 250-300
II on consumer spending' the
points off the Dow in a week.
;posable income we wo~ld
Look for the Fed to continue to
ve had is now being used to
hike rates, even with all that has
~d our gas guzzling SUV's.
been going on lately in our
Ices should start to come
wn as more reserves are being world. I hope this gives you
some market commentary. I'll
>ped. Companies are begin19 to put money towards more be sticking with my stocks but
I'm staying away from ene;gy
~D to fuel the development of
and cyclical stocks.

Pete Ziegler

Staff Columnist

library. We used
.one building that
everything, we
it the 'cafagyatorim.' I'm glad to.see
that's gone!"

How· to;be cool DUDE!
Continued from Page 6
to anyone, and we are too limited as human beings to see the
future .. But our God given intelligence tells us that over the
. long run, people who avoid
alcohol, drugs, and cigarettes
and lead a natural life are more
alert and likely to lead healthier
lives. This is not a moral judgment but an observation based
~n experience and some scientifIC research.
If you have a healthy
life~tyle and have already made
constructive choices about
drinking, drugs, and smoking
find others like you and keep'
their company for support.
Co~unity of like minded people IS very helpful in life. If you
have one or more of these
habits, then the best time to give
them up is when you are young.
When we are young we have
enonnous physical strength and
resources and the will power and
can easily mak~ very positive

changes in our lives which go
with us until the end. As we get
older and the habits become
more ingrained, it becomes moredifficult (but certainly not
impossible) to kick the addictions.
For those who feel they cannot give up their addiction or do
not want to, my advice would be
to be moderate and manage your
behavior in such a way so that it
is not destructive to yourself or
others. This can be done through
application of intelligent reasoning while one is sober and
rational with sensitivity to one's
own safety and that of others.
Good luck! If you have any
questions, write me and I will
try to answer them!

Harsh K. Luthar teaches in the
Management department at
Bryant University.
hluthar@bryant.edu

The opinion section is looking
for writers of all backgrounds.
Please contact
rdaley@bryant.edu or
archway@bryant.edu
if you are interested.
Is something on campus bothering you?
.
Is .something in the paper bothenngyou?
Do something about it!
Write a letter to the editor!
All letters will be considered
for publication, regardless of
content. See page 6 for more
detailed infonnation.
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Homecoming proves Bryant· as top dog in all sports
down on us
today."
The history of this
race comes
from a 1998
Bryant
College
graduate,
Shawn M.
Nassaney,
who was a
victim of the
September
11 th attacks
on the World
Trade
Towers as a
passenger on
a plane. His
girlfriend,
Lynn
Goodchild, a
Bryant graduate as well,
was also
killed in the
tragedy.
The race's
debut to
honor and
remember
Nassaney's
dedication to
his alma
mater began
at Bryant the
month following the
attacks,and
has been getting bigger and better with each
passing year.

By Greg hirshorn and Sarah
Slingerland
Sports Editors

Football recap
The weather could not have
been any better on Saturday
afternoon for a game of football
between Pace and Bryant. The
crowd was large as 4,820 people
showed up to watch the game.
Bryant jumped out to a fairly
fast lead as the score was 13-0
with over eight minutes remaining in the first quarter-.
However, Pace managed to tie
the. score !!t the..~n~9ith~Jlf.§t.
One of the Pace touchdowns
came off an interception by Joe
Toronto who returned the pick
for a touchdown.
In the second quarter, Pace
came out like a house on fire
quickly putting 6 points on the
board by making two field goals.
The Bryant scoring in the second
quarter came from a drive which
began with a 59 yard kickoff
return by Jon Zenquis. On
fourth and goal, Bryant converted a quarterback sneak for a one
yard gain to score the touchdown and put Bryant on top 20
to 19 at halftime.
The second half of the game
was marked by sloppy plays on
both sides ofthe ball. In the
second half, quarterback Charles
Granatell threw 2 interceptions
and fumbled the ball once. The
Bryant defence kept them in the
game as they caused several
turnovers and did not allow Pace
to score in the entire second half
of the game. This made the final
score 20 to 19 as Bryant's record
improved to 3 wins and 1 loss.
The next game is Saturday at
noon at C. W. Post.

Men's Lacrosse
Alumni game recap
The men's alumni lacrosse
game proved a rough game for
the alinrtni. The current players
beat the alumni 10-3, as the
Bulldogs ran circles around the
alumni.
At least 15 players came
back to visit and play their
younger teammates Saturday
right before the Homecoming
football game. The game was a
good learning experience for the
younger players, especially the
freshman, as they learned from
the alums what it's like to play
whole-heartedly as a team .. Even
though the alums haven't played
in a while, they took an early 1-0
lead in the first few minutes of
the game. The Bulldogs then
answered back and scored 7
unanswered goals.

" ,

Amongst the alumni's requests
to skip a quarter and to have a
golf outing instead of a game
next year (due to their exhaus~
tion), the fans could tell that
these alumni were thrilled to be
back playing.
There was a surprisingly
turnout for this game, as
many parents and peers came
out to cheer on both the current
Bulldogs and the alumni.
After the game, the Bulldogs
got to socialize and get advice
about being team players from
their older counterparts at a team
barbeque.
Even though many of the
a,lumni were sore after the game,
hopefully we can expect a large
tum out again next year.

4th Annual Shawn. M.
Nassaney Memorial
Race recap
On a perfect running day out
on the fields of the Bulldog stadium. more than 800 runners and
walkers came out to show their
support for this amazing cause.
Both the entire Bryant men~s
lacrosse and women's soccer
teams came oilt to run in the

to the start of the race, President
event.
Ronald Machtley noted that "it's
This year, Joe McAllister, a
Providence native won the race
a beautiful day and a beautiful
course here at Bryant and we
in a time of 15:43, Roland
LaValley
took second
with
is _
looking
time
of16:15
...._ _
_a_ _ _know
_ _that
_Shawn
___
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,.
and Warwick
native Matt
Pelletier took
third with a
time of 16:20
on the men's
side.
For the
women,Orla
O'Mahoney
from
Providence
took first place
with a time of
17:48, Francine
Darroch. also a
Providence
native, took
second with a
time of 19:00
and Trish
Hillary of
Greenville
came in third
with a time of
19:24.

Bryant

~~

•

Shawn was
on just about
everygne'~

mind atthls
race. Just prior

NE 10

m@J
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Congratul~tions NCAA Award
3y Lauren Cimino

Mike Williams-Basketball

Carly Muise-Softball

1ssistant Editor
oput by Kerrln Jagoe
Itaff Wri~er

Recent 2005 Bryant alums,
tfikeWilliams and Carly Muise,
:ave recently been named the
vinners of two national NCAA
.wards.
Muise, a four year letter win- ler for Bryant softball, received
he NCAA Woman of the Year
or the state of Rhode Island.
Williams, with a record breakng career at Bryant, was award:d the NCAA Sportsmanship
\.ward.
..~.
•,,,,,,,.w;,1IiiI1IIIiIIJII'~
According to the NCAA, cri~
eria for the awards are as fol . .
ows:
NCAA Woman of the Year:
* Hanson, Mass. native
.warded to remarkable female
* Four time Nationa:l Fast Pitch
tudent athletes who also
Coaches Association Academic
:xcelled in academic and comnunity leadership.
All-American and Northeast 10
NCAA Sportsmanship Award:
Conference Scholar Athlete"
:hosen by a committee on ethi2005 Bryant Scholar-Athlete
:al conduct and sportsmanship,
of the Year: 3.93 GPA in
he recipient must exemplify
Applied Actual Mathematics
:ood sportsmanship through
espect, fairness, civility, hon* Named to the 2005 ESPNThe
:sty, integrity, and responsibility
Magazine All-America Third
n compet,ition.
Team
From the entire Bryant com* 2005 Stats: .304 batting avernunity, congratulations on this
age, .980 fielding percentage
lUtstanding accomplishment.
* One of 33 softball studentathletes to receive Academic All
America Honors .

Winners
ally in
Italy
Game Highlights:
* 2000-1: School record of 70
blocked shots
* 2002-3: Third team All
Conference; 8.6 rebounds per
game, Second in NE with 90
rebounds; Fifth in conference fo
rebounding; Career high 25
points vs Assumption
2003-4: Tenth in conference
rebounding-7.2 per game;
Averaged 9.1 points per game;
Leader in NE 10 with 55 blocks
and third with 175 defensive
rebounds

Game Highlights:
* 2002: 7 game hitting streak,
fanned only ,10 times in 128 AB
* 2003: Perfect 8 for 8 in stolen
base, attempts, 15 hits, scored 10
runs, 2-3 with an RBI against
Franklin'Pierce,3-4 with an RBI
, and 2 stolen bases against NY
'Tech
* 2004: Hit .257, 7 stolen bases,
5 hits -scored 3 runs and drove
in 2 in double header against St.
Rose, 2-4 in NCAA tournament
against Merrimack, 2-3 with an
RBI against Southern CT

* Ellington, Conn. native
* Earned master's degree from
Bryant in one year

* Concluded career

*

Photo Courtesy of Bryarit Athletics

Changes in store for Men's basketball

.
with 1,277 career
points -recorded as 13th
all-time
* 987 rebounds * Bryant record: 301
career blocks; 90 during sophomore year
* 2004 Inducted into
Bryant Chi Alpha
Sigma honor society
* 2005 Northeast 10
Conference AllAcademic and NE 10 Scholar
Athlete .
* Currently playing profession-

Photo Courtesy of Bryant Athletics

By Chds Ficalora
Assistant coach for
")tajf Writer
the Bryant Bulldog's

return to lead the
pack. Coach
- - - _ - '_ _men's' basketball team
Gaither has high
rom Shennan has been replaced this year
hopes for Burns
,y Deshon Gaither. Sherman will still be
and Williams to
lelping the Bulldogs dqring their.season
take charge of .
his year, just on a less available level.
the team and
Sherman stepped down from his position' teach the freshor variou~ reasons, one of which his recent men how to play
narriage. Gaither is happy to be here at
like Bulldogs.
3ryant University.
Max GOQd,
Coach Gaither fell in love with the
head men's basJniversity's deep commitment to academketbahll
photo Courtesy of Bryant Athletics
cs as well the basketbal1 program. This
coac,
:ommitmentis obvious to Coach Gaither,
believes the Coach Gaither joins
"ho notes President Machtley's "involvefreshmen this Men's Basketball
mint is huge; he cares a lot for his athseason are
etes." He says Machtley proves this by his
"the most tal- Coaching Staff
:teady attendance at sporting· events.
ented group
.
This program also allows Coach Gaither of freshmen to come to Bryant yet."
a work with the athletes on a daily basis, .
However, the leapfrom high school to col"ithout the constant demands to travel. His
lege basketball is not without a learning
:redentials add to an already strong men's
curve, and Good adds "the best thing .about
)asketball -coaching staff.
a freshman is thathe turns into a sophoCoach Gaither was a member of the
more."
nen's basketball team at St. Clare College
Under the care and direction of Good
n Clinton, Iowa, where he earned defenand Gaither, the existing team is hopeful
live MVP honors, acad'emfc all-conference
that they will 'once again make it to the
md Deans' list honors. He was also
Division II Championships, -This season's
nvolved with the track and field team.
team is looking good, b~t it is far too early
Post graduation, he was hired as an
to tell who the starters will be and how the
lssistant coach at Mount St. Clare; from
Bulldogs will cope with their biggest loss,
here he went tO'the University in
Mike Williams, whogradriated last year.
)avenport, IA before returning to Mount
Division II basketball is not allowed to
;t. Clare. Next he 'became head coach at
practice with more than four players_ at a
3arat College (DePaul University) where
time; contrary to Division I, which has
lis responsibilities included recruiting,
recently been allowed to practice with the
raveling, planning team schedules" and
whole team prior to the season;
:oordinating the academics of all the stuThis rule never applied to Coach ,Gaither
lent-athletes.
in his pervious coaching experience. As
His next step was to coach .at Guelph,
Gaither notes, "guys would be-in the gym
)ntario w'ith the Ontario Professional
all day." His intensity is quite high, as are
3as~etball League (OPBA) as the primaiy
his demands of the players, he expects only
Issistant basketball coach. During his seathe,best. However, the new coach likes the
ion at OPBA, Coach ,Gaither went 36-0 in
work ethic the players have, despite the
he OPBA Championship.
limited time they can practice togetb,er.
Prior to Bryant University, he was an
So will the Bulldogs make it to another
ldvanced player scout for international
championship game? "Yes, without hesitaearns in France, Belgium, as well as the
tionin my voice,".stated coach Gaither.
:harIotte Bobcats. With a resume like
Make sure to catch the Bulldogs when
3aither's, will Bryant se~ another trip to
their season starts on November 3rd at the
he Division II championship?
University of Connecticut. Theirfirst
ThiC! 'C!"'~C!nn f'hriC! RllrnC! ~nA Tnnn

hnmp

O'::Itnl'!

jq nn NnVf'~mhp.r 14lth 1tp'l'Iim:t

2006.

SENIOIt CLASS
GIFT COMMIlTEE
IS NOW FORMING!
If you wou~d like to volunteer
and start giving back today,
please call Kevin Martin, Chair
at x4702 . The kickoff date
will be announced soon!
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... J{e'
By Joe Hansen
Assistant Variety Editor
Dear Joe,
As a member of greek life on
campus I would like to pose a
question for you. I ask you
why is it, with all the housing
shortages, parking shortages,
and school attempts to control
any and all night life, that the
school does not designate an
area and help us create a
greek row. This would put all
the greeks in the same area
away from general housing,
giving us the freedom we
desire and the control th,ey
desire.
A greek row wou Id open
)lousing in numerous townhouses (where there is a shortage every year). The school
would regain at least a building and a half from the village,
and contained area that pu blic .
safety could regulate just as in
the new townhouses, and it
could 'be used as a strong seIling point to freshmen and
transfers that we boast a
strong greek community that
doeS' numerous philanthropic
events each year resulting in
good publicity for the school.
No one is asking for a hand
out, but now being a university we believe that real Greek
housing could only add to the
University environment. If the
school could allow us the ability to build, they would see that
almost all of our nationals
have housing funds set up for
assistance, putting no financial
burden on the school other
then the land to build on.
So, r ask, with so many possible benefits... Why has it not
happened
yet?
- A Homeles~ Greek
Dear Homeless Greek,

with administration, I would
assume that this idea was looked
at and quickly dismissed'. I am
sure a concern that was brought
up is, what would Bryant do
with these nouses if the dynamics of the Greek Community are
to change? Who now owns the
house if the University owns the
land, and the Fraternity or
Sorority paid to build the house?
I am sure these are some unanswered questions that keep the
projects still.
Also, anyone who has ever
been to Hall 1 on a Friday or
Saturday night knows how loud
and littered it can get. Now
imagine an entire ublock" of
large houses aU with similar situations outside. Don't get me
wrong, I would love to see the
Greek community have a place
to call their own, similar to 'other
institutions. I also believe'!
heard something through my
tr~vels that there might actually
be a 'law in Smithfield regarding
Greek Housing. Maybe not in
so many words, but a law that
would prevent it from being possible.
T hope that this question could
start to bring about discussion
on the issue. I think having a
"Greek Row" would help membership in Greek Life, alleviate a
bit ofthe housing squeeze, and
. make the school more attractive
to some prospective students. I
do however caution the Greek
. community that change does not
happen overnight.

Mix Tape Vol. 2: "Drunken Karaoke"

":'JOE

Dear Joe,
I heard through the rumor
mill that if you are a third
generatio'n Bryant Student,
meaning that your grandparents and parents went to
Bryant, you received free
tuition .. Is this true?
.. Should I send the Kids?
Dear Should I send the Kids,
After speaking to a few people I would hate to say this
rumor is false. The only way
there is any discount on tuition
is if you and a sibling attend the
University at the same time,
then one of the siblings receive a
10% discount, otherwise you are
paying full price like the rest of
us!

Greek Life, in resent years;
has been a touchy issue on this
predominately conservative
campus. Although Greek Life is
the largest campus organization . -JOE
with close to 3% of the' campus
being Greek,and has made
tremendous strides in recent
Dear Joe,
times through the leadership of
Is there a synonym for ~yn- .
the Pan-Hellenic and Infer. onyni?
Fraternal Council Presidents,
-Incre!libly Puzzled
there is still the stereotypiCal
Animal House image that exists.
Dear Incredibly Puzzled,
I do agree with your comment
that Greek Life does do some
After extensive research and
fabulous things for their respecmany sleepless nights, it has·
tive philanthropies. Whether it
been determined that the word
is the teeter..:totter-a-thon, or the
synonym has no synonym. For
cardboard city, no one on camanyone who has ever been writpus has more interesting
ing that paper and looking for a
fundraising methods.
different word to say, and uSes
You do however bring up a
the left click, -you know what
very. valid argument for the crethere are some words that just
ation of a "Greek Row".
don't have synonoms.
Housing has been an issue for
-JOE
the: past several years,especial1y
·in the townhouses. The creation . Thank you to everyone whQ subof a "Greek Row" would reduce
mitted questions for this addition
some of the burden off ofthii
ofAsk Joe ... He'll Know, 1 apprearea as well as the suites village. date it. 1 do however encourAll that would be required to do
age additional members of the
is the donation of the land, as
Bryant Community (Students,
mentioned,some national organ i- Faculty, 'and Stajj) to write in
zations that govern the individwith your questions; all. quesuaI chapters have low interest
tions will remain anonymous. '1
loan's or other monies that are
will be providing a uniqu.e
available for member housing.
prospective on questions each
Having a 392 acre campus, we
week, next week could be yours.
do have a little bit of land lying
Email you questions ~o askjge-.
around!
.
_." he.w~~llcnqw@gmail.'com:
After being around Bryap.t for
. .t • •
a while and working Closelv ..... .

raffish adj. - cheaply or showily
VUlgar in appearance or nature
philatelist noun - stamp
Collector
fulmination verb - thunderous
verbal attack
jocose adj. - merry or jesting
sycophant noun - a flattering
crony (toady)
, gossamer noun - sheer/delicate
or flimy
emuvhi verb. - a noxious' (noinoun - to pubicly.scorn

SQ~~) odo~.or·yapo~

Source: Cracking the 'GRE 2006

E4(iion,}'he.~rind:t~pRe,view
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Dinin8 ou t with Joe and RohalJ.
have three additional restaurants
ing yogurt with water, salt, and
in the Metro Boston area, in the
spices until frothy,and enjoyed
Prudential Center, Brookline
chilled as a hot-weather refreshMall; and the Coolidge Center in ment. Traditionallassi is salty
Brookline.
and sometimes flavored with
We have to admit, we were a
ground roasted cumin and chilli
little skeptical at the idea for
pepper. Joe for some reason is
Indian fast food as well; but this
not a big fan of Lassi however
First we would like to start
could not have been further from Rohan loves it!
with some good news, if you
reality. The food was amazing,
Then there are also some vegdidn't notice by now our column and for the price, approximately
etarian items that both Joe and
has officially gone weekly. You
$6 per entree, you could not beat Rohan enjoy. First there are
asked for it, we fought for it, and it. Joe went with his favorite
samosas, they are home-made
here it is. Now you will get
Indian dish so there was a means vegetable turnovers made with
twice the dining options, and
of comparison, Chicken Tikka
diced potatoes and peas, then
twice the fun! Also now that we Masala. Chicken Tikka Masala
deep fried. They are very good.
is tender cubes of boneless tanThey come with two types of
are weekly, we are going to try
to have more variety as far as
d.oori (cla~ pot cooked) chicken,
sauce; a brown tamarind sauce
price is concerned. We will
simmered In tomato and ~enuand a green mint sauce. Then
review your casual everyday
week .sauce. I~ ~ormal1y IS done there is the Naan, bread cooked
type restaurants,.the :'Ws, mY,~,ii;"'i>j;i;Ii~,~~:of"a ..~~lcler way, but nev- in the tandoor (charcoal fired
suitemates birthdayWt~~% ,,,j{;-~.1W1"
•
clay oven). This is the best
l?atinQ SUmmary
naan in town, we have been
restaurant, also the anniversary
Qualitv:
Service:
to many Indian restaurants
type restaurant, and lastly the
"my parents are in town" type
Price'.
Locat'lon'.
and this was by far the best
restaurant.
naan. We would recomThis week's review will fall in
.
mend th'e garlic naan, it is
Overall:
.
the everyday category.
exceptional.
Out of 5 Stars
On a side note, if you
Gourmet India is the newest
dining option in the food court
remember last weeks colof the Providence Place Mall. I
erthelesswas very good.' It was
umn, we recapped all oflast
know what you are thinking,
served over.an Indian type of
years reviews and it was noted
Indian fast food, they have offirice known as··basmati, similar to the Joe's favorite restaurant was
cially lost it. Well this was the
regular rice but longer grains.
Andino's on Federal Hill. While
. concept when Vijay and Yogi
For our herbivore eaters,
he was there this weekend with a
Sood decided to enter the restau- Rohan went with the Paneer
few friends, he actually ran into
rant business. They wanted to
Makhani (Cottage cheese' .
Steve R. Schirripa, who plays
make Indian food available to
cooked in spicy gravy). He too.
Bobby Bacala on The Sopranos.
the people without spending in
was served with some Basmati . '"Ifthe place is good enough for a
rice. The paneer was soft and It
member of The Soprano's Cast,
excess of$50 for two people.
tasted great! Rohan also ordered then~lNrtUst be good!
This concept rings true in their
a Lassi. Lassi is a traditional
-..............
tagline "Not fast food, it's gourmet food fast." They currently
Indian beverage made by blend...........

****
*****.

***.
****
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Ophira Eisenberg e ntert'3'tn-$
during Homecoming Weekend
The second way was wearing
Oprah.
.
In her family, her mother did
a dramatic hat which she made
not know much about drugs, so
fun of because of the goofiness
of it.
.
she haq her brother give her a
The big change for the second . "drug talk" when she was in
. The.third way was to buy
comedian on campus this year
middle school.
.
strappy sandals, which is a good
The only problem was
way to blow two hundred dol~---- that her brother was a
lars.
stoner, so instead he
Way four is ~o make a mixed
taught his sister how not drink so that yoil can drink by
to get ripped off and
yourself while staring at yourself
showed her what to look in a mirror. ,The fifth way is to
for when purchasing
buy dangly; earrings' because
marijuana.
everyone should look like a
Ophira was'the youngest whore. The last way is to take
of six kids in her family. Friday afternoon off because
, your boss will be so pleased
Every time she goes
home she. was teased by with you.
her siblings who called
Once Ophira had completed
her a mistake. Oneday
her routine, most of the students
.
who
she
gotbothered
by
this
and

By Greg Hirschorn
Assistant Sports Editor

http://www.ophiraeisenbe~m/page1.htm

was that the performance was to
asked her
mom if sHe '
be held in Salmanson Dining
was a mis~
Hall as opposed to the usual
location in South.
take, to
Part of the reason for the new
which her
venue was· due to the enormous
mom replied,
"Don't be
amount of interest shown in the
previous comedian's perfonnridiculous,..'
anee..
. you all were
The crowd for this comedian
mistakes~' ...
was not as large, and one of the
She also
main reasons for this may be due '. spoke of ~
to the fact that the performance
article she'
took place on a Friday night.
read about"·
You may have seen Ollhira
six ways
before on the Comedy Central
havemQre
Bryant student listens to Ophraa on
series, Premium Blend. She
...fup. with YOllf F-riejay" who has been featured on
opened up her perfonnance by
life. The first· Comedy Central
going into how nobody could
way was to .
ever call her by the right name.
spend an entire cijLy in.yourpaja- attending ended the evening by
The worst mistake that was
mas which is what she said she
headin, for the bonfire outside
at the pond.
.
made in regards to her name was does when she is depressed and
a time that somebody called her
wants to Idll herself.
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Kate Watson.:
3.65

Is Welcome Here
Your
bring it with you.
Learn more ab'out
Kate and tell us
. more about you
visit pwc~com/bringit
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